
Preserving A Legacy
3 Simple Methods of Documenting A Lasting Legacy
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Introduction

We want to give you the chance to make a lasting impact in the lives of your loved

ones by teaching you the skills needed to solidify a legacy! Whether this project is meant

for you, your elders, or the generations that come after you, it’s important to keep in

mind the mission of why you’re pursuing this task. We have all been given an

opportunity for greatness as we stand on the shoulders of the people who came before

us. It’s our duty to leave something behind for those that come after. In the spirit of

excellence and education, give yourself the duty to lift others around you with the

lessons and stories that guided your life!

A. We are Legacy Family Documentaries

Legacy Family Documentaries LLC is a video production company that specializes

in capturing unique and powerful stories for families. We believe that each recollection

should be told through a variety of methods tailored to individual needs. We have

hundreds of hours of experience in interviewing and documentation, as well as using a

combination of techniques such as video, photography, animation, and sound recordings

to capture the essence of each story. Our team is dedicated to producing videos that

evoke emotion and have a lasting impact - ones that act as guiding beacons for the

generations that follow.

B. Definition of Legacy

Legacy can mean something special and very personal to a family member. We

essentially believe that it’s the influence of our ancestors, both in tangible possessions

and intangible values or traditions passed down throughout generations that continue to

have an impact today. It can also refer to the imprint that one leaves for future

generations, such as a reputation, educational or financial accomplishments, and even

one's spiritual beliefs.

C. Benefits of Preserving a Legacy

We may not have much to go on from our ancestors, but we can make sure that

future generations have an easier time by passing along the knowledge and experiences

we do! Documenting through written, audio, and visual methods provide a unique look

into history, making them crucial tools in piecing together your loved ones’ backstory.
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It can help us remember our past, honor our ancestors, and understand the

struggles and triumphs that have come before us. Legacy also gives us insight into our

cultural heritage, providing us with an invaluable source of knowledge and inspiration.

Keeping the story-telling tradition alive is what allows the generations that follow an

opportunity to achieve greater and greater successes as we move forward through

history!

Template Overview

Here we will begin with a brief training that will allow you to document your

family legacy, either through you or a loved-one’s journey. The methods listed out have

been outlined from simplest to most complex method of capturing stories in a solidified

form: written, oral, and video. And to assist in creating your vision we also detail useful

resources that we use for each medium.

Let’s get started!

*If you feel confident to start legacy building without needing to learn any new

techniques, feel free to bypass the training phase. However, we do provide a range

of useful resources so you can make the creation process smoother and receive

improved results.

A. How to Interview

B. Written Method

C. Audio Method

D. Video Method

25 Questions to ask/answer for a Legacy

This training template is provided for informational purposes only. We do not advocate or

endorse any businesses or services we recommend. All decisions are solely the

responsibility of the user, and the user should perform their own research to determine the

best product to fit their needs.
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